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Frye Makes COW Debut

by Susie Estil
William F. Buckley, Jr., the
Great Conservative, is reported to have answered his
phone, "Hello! This is David
Frye," Perhaps he did and
perhaps he didn't, but what is
important is that Buckley surely knows who David Frye is;
and so do Richard Nixon and
Gerald Ford. To some. American TV watchers, David Frye is
William F. Buckley, just as he

r

as a guest
His fame further increased
with the release of Elektra
.

Records'

"I Am The Pres-

ident" an album containing
original sketches of Frye performing as Nixon, Agnew,
Humphrey, Johnson, David

Susskind, Henry Fonda, and
others.
Frye has become so
as a comedian, political
satirist and mimic, that he has
replaced the actual
almost
often was Johnson, and is personalities
of the men he
Nixon, and all of the other
public's mind. No
in
famous personalities, political' mimes the
and otherwise, he is known to
impersonate. '
Today, the name David Frye
is synonomous with political
by Ray
caricature and mimicry. He is
has successfully
one of the most
bucked the national trend of
comedians in the nation and
there is hardly a video variety declining enrollment and
SAT scores, according to Adshow or late night panel
missions Director Byron Morprogram that has not had him
--

'

.

well-kno-

issions Pleased

--

in-dem-

Satirist David Frye will make things perfectly clear to Wooster
"
next Friday.
.-

--
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by Ray Bules-Quic- k.
In . two words, describe Lowry Center Board's
offerings for the coming year.
--

According to LC.B." Chair-

person ; Rick Bardine, those
words would have to be
"creative programming."
Bardine is convinced that
LC.B. programming has both
broadened in scope and increased in quality for the
coming year. Film offerings are
just one example.
In addition to purchasing
first-rat- e
films like Rocky
(which cost $600) and CreaFrom
ture
the Black Lagoon
(complete with
glasses),
LC.B. has initiated special
interest film weekends.
Alfred Hitchcock weekend
October 7-- will feature two
'of the pudgy director's finest
efforts. Psycho and Frenzy.
Other topical film weekends
have been scheduled.
3-- D

8,

.

INTERNATIONAL FILMS
In conjunction with Bab- -.

cock's

annual

.'.

.

Oktoberfest,

.

Film Committee Chairperson
Deb Behrens has arranged
Wooster's first International
Film Festival.
Films shown will include Z
),
(directed by
).
Love and Anarchy (Una
Fireman's Bad (Milos
Forman), and A Free Woman
(Volker Schlondorff).
Mel Brooks' The Critic will
-

Costa-Gavras-

Wert-muller-

be among short subjects
shown.

Prog

11-1- 4.

An "outdoor recreation
fashion show" sponsored by
Wooster merchants will be
held October 11, according to
L.B.C. assistant - chairperson

Cindy Weiler. .
On October 12 and 13, a Ski
Fair (coordinated by Ski Committee Chairperson Lisa Carter) will run in Lowry Center.
broaden
This year, LCB-'wskiing program to include and
skiing.
focus on cross-countOctober 14 will see demoncomLCB
by.
given
strations
mittees on biking, camping,
and rock climbing, along with
frisbee demonstrations and a
hot air balloon race.
HI

ry

SKYDIVING

In addition, skydivers from

the Canton Skydiving School,

will perform; LCB is initiating a

student skydiving program

with the school, described, by
Bardine as having a "fine, safe
program."
An open forum with new
College President Henry Cope-lan- d
is scheduled for next
Wednesday. The President will
answer all questions; no
tempt to screen questions will
be made.
.

THE CAGE
The Cage has-- been almost
completely redecorated; light- -

Bules-Woost- er

and

ris.

.,--

OUTDOOR SPORTS
An Outdoor Recreation Fair,
mirroring the campus' burgeoning interest in outdoor
activities, will be held October

wn

one can remember whether
Richard Nixon ever actually '
said "And make no mistake
about that!" ...or "and now let
me make one. thing perfectly
clear." But they know David
Frye does say them.
David Frye will be appearing
on the College of Wooster
Campus, Friday, September
30th, at 8:15 p.m. The show
will be held in McGaw Chapel.
Admission is $1.50 for students, $2.50 for others. Tickets
can be purchased at Lowry
Front Desk in advance.

ing is improved, the dance
floor has been enlarged, and
the stage moved.
In addition, LC.B. has hired
"better bands this year...we
believe this was typified in the
first bands we offered," according to Bardine.
The Cage will hold the same
number of "beer weekends"
as last year; the partial beer
permit it holds allows only two
beer weekends in every y
period.
Bardine expects the Cage to
break attendance records this
year, due to the higher quality
of the bands hired and the
effects of redecoration (which
will be complete by January
30-da-

1.)

SATIRIST TO COME '

Satirist David Frye will appear a week from tonight
Frye, once famous as Richard
Nixon's alter ego, has "a
totally new act featuring current political characters," according to Bardine.
"Frye has an all new routine,", he added. "Our people
who have seen him are very
impressed."
which
The Record Co-ooperated largely on a shoestring much of last year, will
reopen, "with an expanded
stock." Bill Daywalt will coordp,

activities.
inate Co-o- p
Difficulties in attracting

big-na-

(CantiMaed

a page

applicants."

As a result Wooster was
able to be more selective with
acceptances.
The College
"eliminated many poorer prospects," according to Morris,
accepting almost 4
fewer
applicants than last year.
This year's freshman class,
in fact contains only 583
students - 60 short of last
year's total
although 38
states, Washington D.C., and
19 foreign countries are repre-

sented.

The freshman class includes
20 blacks; the class is almost

97'white.

Freshman SAT. scores remained relatively parallel to
last year's scores, with fewer
high and low scores and more

middle-lev-

el

--

(450-55-

0)

scores

recorded.

Wooster's freshman still

hold a substantial edge over
their counterparts nationwide,
however, in terms of SAT

scores.

me

entertainment to Woos-

ter persist
"we do want to do a concert

Morris is "very pleased"
with this year's incoming,
freshman class in several
areas: sheer number, class
rank, and board scores.
In only one other year, 1971,
have more students applied to
Wooster; this year, applicants
totalled 1289. Morris "suspects" the large number b a
result of the Admissions Department's "pulling out all the
stops in terms of getting more

Morris, although obviously
pleased with the collective
performance of the Class of
1981, voiced several future

concerns of the Admissions
Department
Almost 4
fewer students
accepted by Wooster this year
actually chose to enroll here.

Morris explained this "smal-- ,

ler yield" by noting that

'-.v-rv

you're working with better
students, yield will be less, as.
they probably have been accepted more places," and
have a greater range of college
choices available.
A greater ongoing concern
is .the College Board's report
that "only 70,000 of the 1 '
million seniors who took the
SAT and had a verbal score
over 500...also have parents
who can afford over $4800 a
year for education."
The market for those 70,000
students will be very competitive, Morris noted. Possible,
(Ctatinaed

page 4)

Forum Planned
A new

series of
of
campus, community, national,
and world-wid- e
interest, called
Open Forum, will be sponsored this fall by the Lowry
Center Board Speakers and
Topics Committee. The first of
the series will be an informal
talk with President Copeland
on Sept 28th at 9:00 p.m. in
Lowry Pit The purpose of this
session is to get to know the
President in an informal and
personal atmosphere, prior to
the formal pomp and circumstance of the inauguration
ceremonies. Other topics in
the series include: a presentation by Joel Gajardo, a Chilean
exile; a discussion on fur
trapping; ard program about
the C.O.W. judicial board.
Everyone is invited to attend
these Open Forum series, and
to help make them a success.
bi-wee-

kly

presentations on issues
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Dear' Editor,
She was my teacher. She
invented games to make us
think and make learning fun.
She was the most interesting

teacher

had had. She
cheered with me when the
lets won the Series. She
helped us with our Earth day
projects. But now she was
wearing an armband. A black
armband. Was she like the
communists? She was mourning the death of some people
who tried to destroy the
system, to tear down everything great this country stood
for. She was not to be trusted
-- ever again.
It was May 4th,
1970. f was in seventh grade.
She went on to tell us how
the police were beating in the
heads of "students", how the
tear gas felt as it filled your
living room. It didn't matter
how much she said. I wasn't
going to listen to a communist
who stood up for hippies.
I am 19 now. Younger than
two of those shot to death,
older than two. I am a student;
they were students. I have
ideals; they had ideals. I have a
love for life; theirs died with
them. Because of their actions, I do not have to go to
war to die. Because of their
actions, neither did they.
When-o- ne
thinks of Kent
State that Spring morning
when a pulitzer prize for
photography was won, and a
new battle song for the new
left, "Ohio", was born and
made number one on the

high that they would tell the
world . with their, bodies and
their actions that they did not

don't want this war!" Now
they had to stand in the streets
and yell 'Hell no, we won't
'
go!" ;;

agree with a war they would
be forced to fight. The bullets
stopped their actions and their
bodies, but not their ideals.
One month later, on June 9th,
1970, 100,000 young people
went to Washington to stand

-::;-

v-:.---'.;;v

SGA
many campus organizations.
These range. from program
houses to clubs and service .
groups, from
sports like water polo
to innovative entertainment
and cultural opportunities as
provided by the Wooster Art
Ensemble. We know that SGA
funds a lot of projects that
would never get off the
ground without a little financial backing from moneys
collected in every student's
comprehensive fee. While this
is great, we can't help but fee)
that there are countless other
ideas that never make it into
the Wooster limelight because
--

out-of-the-ordin-

.

-

and why, to remind and teach
them how to avoid being
wounded again.: The grassy
knoll is the symbolic scar of.
Kent State. It should serve
not only to remind us of the
four students whose lives and
dreams ended there, but of the
56,000 young men whose lives
and dreams ended on grassy
knolls in places called DaNang,
Quang Tri, An Loc, and Hue.
And to remind us of our
dreams. Our dreams of love,"
our dreams of peace; J.
Or are we too old to dream? :
--

James Everett

rate

Dear Editor,
Each year the student gov-

.

The wound of Kent State
ran deep. Sons and daughters
were dying not in some far off
land, but at home, at school.
Now there is a plan to cover

if

ernment, association funds

--

part of that wound with a gym
and I, a student who worked
for Richard Nixon in '63 and
72, who worked for Gerald rFord in 76, find myself unalterably opposed to the gym.'
Not because I don't believe in
healing, but because I do. It is
easy in today's cynacism to--.
look back oyer seven years
and say "It was sad, .but so
long ago". Kent State was
more than sad, it was" a
tragedy, and tragedies , live
forever. As . all wounds . heal
they leave a scar. The scar has
a purpose, to remind the
wounded of what happened
;

.

'

ary

.

WOOSTER VOICE
Published weekly during the academic year by the students of
the College of Wooster. Opinions expressed in editorials and
features are those of the staff alone, and should hot be
construed as representative of administration policy.
The WOOSTER VOICE welcomes all signed letters to the
editor from students, faculty, administrators, subscribers, and
members of the greater Wooster community. All correspondence may be addressed to WOOSTER VOICE, Box 3187, The
College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio 44691.
The WOOSTER VOICE is a member of .the United States
Press Association and the Ohio . Newspaper Association.
Subscription rates are $6.00 per- - year .for a second class
subscription, $9.00 per year for iirst class.
Offices of the WOOSTER VOICE are located in lower Lowry
Center, Room
Telephone: (216)
extension 433.
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of a simple lack of money. We to make some of their goals,
would like to take this oppor- hopes, and dreams ' come true;
:
tunity to encourage our fellow here's how:
students to make use of the 1. See the financial ' affairs
SGA general allocation system committee chairperson or the

SGA treasurer, and obtain an
allocation request form.
2. Bring the completed form to
a. meeting of ; the FAC. The 7
i committee meets every Thursday at 7 P.M. in the SGA
Offices in the basement of
'.
;
and will do , so this. . fall. Lowry Center.
Students are invited to partici- 3. The FAC. will
analyze
your
pate, as well as the commun- request
and make a
ity. There may be some modeither, favorable,
ifications in the recycling pro- gram. If so, we will let it be unfavorable or partial.
A. The request will then go to
known.
.
This Saturday is .the first the general assembly, which
collection day of the school will vote on whether or not to
year. If you have clear glass give you the money.
and newspapers cluttering up
your room, please bring them .5. If the'request is passed, it is
necessary to sign a finaiization
down behind the College stadium this Saturday from 10:00 contract after which you will
receive a check.
to 4:00.
If you are interested in 6 After the money is spent,
you
must turn in receipts to
Sierra Club activities, feel free
in joining our weekly meetings. show how you pent it..
-- And that's all there is to it!
The meetings are all on Sun- days, Lowry Room 118, at
7:00 P.M.
Thank you,
-v . James D. Beumler
"
'
Sincerely,
Chairperson, FAC
"
Chris Pittman,
-Michael Petrella
Sierra Club .member-at-larg- e
.
Treasurer,SGA
,

Rocycl in g to Continue

Dear Editor,
The Sierra Club would like
to make the College of Wooster student aware of the contin1

uation of last spring's
recycling program.
You may remember that early,
last spring, the Wooster Food
Co-o- p,
the Izaak Walton
League, and the environmental house (remember us?)
here on campus started a i
recycling program that had its
collection point behind the
College football stadium facing University Street This was
set up. so .that, every other
week on .Saturday from 10:00 v
to 4100. several people would
man the station while people brought their clear glass
and newspapers.
We have had excellent results and the program con-- ,
tinued through the summer
com-muni- ty

,

-
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STAFF
Editor-in-Chie-

don't want this warl" The

in Ohio, forty miles from here.
American people had spoken
These students were there'" 'through Bobby Kennedy in
because they held an ideal so California in 1963 to say "We

I

G-1-

up and cay "Enough!" The
American people had spoken
through Gene McCarthy in
New Hampshire to say "We

charts, it isn't important who.
or how, but why, through
whatever errors of judgement
on both sides, four unarmed
students died on a grassy knoll

'

.
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Sept

port its final decision concerning student observers on the
various trustee committees.
This is a giant step forward for
student input into the decision
making of our institution.
The General Assembly holds
its first meeting this Monday
with President Cope land addressing the student representatives at 7:15 P.M. in the
Lowry Center Ballroom. AB

This Column has been initto better inform students
of Student Government projects and activities. It will
as SGA con, appear weekly
certs its efforts ' to keep students abreast of current issues
"and activities and to hopefully
invoke student interest and
iated

involvement

Dean Walker, SGA President

students are encouraged to
attend GA meetings and to
become involved with com-mittee work. This meeting is
T
t
'
extremely important because
1
,
v
SGA's Visitation Report will be
presented to the student body
- :
for the first time.
SGA and LCB are
a patio party this
evening, September 23 from
11:00
P.M. It is
to
i - v
A
A' ' ' 750
mandatory .that no. alcoholic
beverages be consumed at the
Dean Walker
dance or in the surrounding
At the June meeting of, the areas. Open consumption of
Student-Truste- e
Relations alcohol violates the Code of
Committee, (a Board of Trus- Conduct and Ohio State Law.
tees committee comprised of 9 Your cooperation in this
things:
trustees and the SGA Cab- matter does two
inet), the topic of student Dallows similar programming
2)
shows
representation on trustee com- to eventuate and,
can accept responmittees was discussed ' at students
sibility. The acceptance of
length. Discentered on the
of extreme
SGA's questionnaire which all responsibility is
SGA works for
trustees had received prior to importance as
increased student freedom, Le.
the meeting. The Student-Truste- e visitation.
r

1

:

V

i

;'

1

f

. .

f
I
. t

'

:

;

-
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'
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T

decided to recommend that,
each trustee committee' examine the feasibility of student
observers. The Chairman of
the Board directed this recommendation to all trustee committees and at the October 8
meeting of the board the
Executive Committee will re

; The SGA Open House was a
success with more than 60
interested students attending.
With this type of support and
involvement Cabinet anticipates an unparalleled year of
service to the student body.
Next week's column will address visitation.
:

.

-- by Graham Newson
Chairperson, Campus Council-Man- y
questions have been
raised regarding. the function
Campus
Council. Hopefully,
of
this article will explain what
Campus Council is, as well as
what it does.
.

vice.

-

A

Gaye Hanke moves up to head

that department, replacing

Marty Ross, who now
Thistle.
Bules is "very encouraged"
by this year's crop of reporters. Returning standouts include political specialist Tom
co-edi- ts

-

"Our staff' Bules added,
"combines experience and a
fresh outlook on campus
ifs the best we've had."
Holdovers from the 1976-7-7
year include News Editor Mary
Ann Woodie,: Feature Editor
Mark "Moonshine" Pierson,
and Sports Editor Dave K n

Cashman, John Gilbert and
Dave ' Hagelin, featured in
Wooster magazine this sum

e-ve- nts;

j
mer.
Former Sports editor Dave
Johns back from a year in

op-pe-

haver.
Mark Snyder, "probably the

photographer
according to
Bules, remains as Photo Editor; Cindi Meister, who set an
ad revenue record last
Spring Quarter, remains as
best
on campus,"
all-rou- nd

all-ti-

me

Advertising Manager.
NEW STAFF ; r
New faces , include Greg

-

;

.

Stoic's, who will replace the
vacationing Doug Pinkham as'
interim Editorial Editor. "We
expect Greg to lead in the
development of vital campus
editorial section," said Bules.
Former circulation assistant

Spain, has also returned to the
staff.
,
Promising freshmen include
Bill Wolle, "an excellent
sportswriter...very
talented,"
according to Bules, and Dave
Barberino. who will provide
the Voice with the film reviews
it lacked last year.'
Patty Pa nek has joined Sue
Stepanek and Jeff Pierce on
the Wooster Voice cartoon
staff.

.

Sophomores ' Tracey Dils
and Susie Estill have provided
fine articles already; "their
presence on the staff should
really make a difference,"
Bules said.
Bules expects to concen

'

zations.

Campus

Council differs
from SGA in the sense that
SGA consists of students representing student opinions,
and goals. Campus
Council represents not only
the students, but faculty and
administration, as well.
Council brings these three
major groups together.
The Council's main function
is to charter campus groups,
and to be responsible for
seeing that these organizations abide by their charters.
The Council is also responsible for allocation the Campus
i-d-

eas,

to fund all student organiza-

Graham Newson
Campus Council provides a

means through which students, faculty, and administration officers can express their,
views and better understand
the opinions of others.
It legislates in areas of
student life and extracurricular
affairs by issuing advisory
opinions and making recommendations to the President of
the College, theBoard of
Trustees, and other organi- -

trate on uDarading the Voice's
department this year.
"We want the paper to be a
significant spokesman for student interests on campus," he

. editorial

tions, including LCB, SGA,
BSA, and the Wooster Voice.

--

In

expects them to "broaden the
paper's scope of interest and
increase its entertainment value."
A new printer will publish
the Voice this year;
Printing of Akron has
(OMtfaued a
!
A-Associ--

ated

9l

recently

Council

also formed a Hell Week
committee to evaluate Hell
Week and to deal with any
problems that might exist concerning Hell Week.
.

There is also a Judicial
Committee, which is examining the College judicial process
and suggesting possible improvements in that area.
More Information on Cam.
pus Council is posted on the
Nerve Center Board. If you
have any further questions, or
if Council can help you in any
way, please contact one of its
members.

by Rick Bardine- -

the reach of the
of LCB.; therefore,
we must operate through a
promoter who will back the
well, beyond

an' effort to promote budget

better communications between Lowry Center Board and
all segments of the campus group ' and work through
community, the VOICE has LB.C
Wooster has several disadprovided a column to discuss
hems of interest concerning vantages working against ft
LCB. I would like to thank the Our close proximity to CleveVoice for this opportunity on land and Columbus where
large crowds with a great
behalf of L.C.B.
The Lowry Center Board is margin of profit are available
constantly asked when a con- makes Wooster seem less
cert will be made available for attractive. Our largest seating
the campus, and we of LCB. area, the P.E.C., can only
accommodate 5,000 persons.
Many entertainers win not
.

perform

in

a

gymnasium.

These are only a few of the

New programs this year win
include a weekly open forum
on a specific campus issue, the
results of which will be taken
to the administration for discussion and published the
following week.

group.
In addition, the, Wooster
Voice has subscribed to national news, feature, and cartoon services this year; Bules

Campus

pushed for, and received, an
increase in the Council budget
This means there will be more
money for student organizations to work with. Council has

l.C.B. Communique

added.'

In order to heighten student
awareness of campus issues,
weekly or biweekly columns
will be written by the leaders
of SGA, Campus Council, and
Lowry Center Board, regard-- s
ing a current issue or problem
faced by their respective

.

Ejrpff

Council budget which is determined by the Board of
Trustees. This money is used

Voice Editor Expresses Optimism
"We're looking forward not
only to an improved staff, but
a sharper focus on campus
issues," noted Wooster Voice
editor Ray "Bules in opening
year of serthe paper's 94th
'

,u.

.

CouncU Concept
.

co-sponsor- ing

Relations Committee

Page 3
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disadvantages. The College of

A

7

Rick Bardine

have constantly said that such
a program is being attempted.
Tom Moore, the Concert Committee Chairperson, is in close
contact with Ross Todd Enterprises and Dennis Bulone, our
two main contact people for
arranging concert entertain-- .

merit

There are many factors involved in bringing a concert to
Wooster. To begin, the costs
of bringing a "big name" are

Wooster and Lowry Center
Board are not against doing a
concert but the above are our
stumbling blocks. We are trying to get a concert here, but
we need your understanding
and support

.Wooster Student
Attends Eng. Study
Shuen Yuh Lo participated
the June 1977- intensive
course offering at Washington
University School of Engineering and Applied Science in St
Louis. Thirteen students from
ten colleges of arts and sciences attended the course
which was presented in a two
in

and

-

one-ha- lf

week period. This

course will be offered during
the period January 2 through
18, 1978, and again in June
1978, on the Washington University campus in St Louis.

Page 4, WOOSTER VOICE." Sept 23 1977 '

WCWS
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"We're looking forward to , So notes WCWS radio gen-- r "station. '
better news broadcasts, and
eral manager Ken Myers, who ' Myers hopes ' to have
we have some very good
projects unqualified optimism WCWS on the air by Monday,
albums this year - especially
for the coming year's opera-jaz- z with the help of a "real good
, tion of - the College radio staff," including Chief Engin- and classical."
--

"

m

in

i

i

"

0
0

four-coun- ty

town audience." Although

audience research
has been rejected as
costly," Myers believes WCWS has "a fairly
good audience.";
WCWS' basic schedule will
probably remain the same as
last year. Myers notes that
"the town likes our classical
programming at noon." :
In addition, he believes that .
"the evening classical concert
is good for students - rock is
NOT the thing to study to...ak
though we do play a bit more
rock than anything else."
Dr. Win Logan serves as
WCWS faculty advisor.
scientific

"

;

Myers

;

-

.

i.
y
f

"ex-freme-ly

-

classical programming,"

.

ifogj

WCWS operates at . 390
watts; it is almost 40 times
more powerful than the aver-ag- e
college station and covers
a
area surround-- ,
ing Wooster.- - ;,
'.:) Myers, as a result, "tries to
gear to both a : College and

eer Jeff Close; Program Director Tom Shrilla; News Director
Marrlee Burgess; Sports Direc- -:
tor Mark Shenker; and Music
Director Steve Graffam. WCWS, which will be on
the air daily from 730 a.m. to 1
a.mr, regularly programs rock,
jazz, classical, and soul music,
public affairs broadcasts, and
local and national news.
Responding to isolated student criticism of ."too much
noted that WCWS'
charter commits the station to
attempt to ""serve minority
audiences...people not served
by commercial stations." '
He added that "there are
plenty of other rock outlets
available, " and that, in fact,
"only about 10 of our audience is made up of college
students - we must keep the
town in mind."

o

.

Visiiaiion Res ponse
How does the student body
feel about visitation? A survey

favor of allowing those who
wish to five under a
policy to do so.
77.2
stated that if a two-optisystem were in effect
they would choose to live
-under an "open" - or
visitation policy, while. 18.1
would rather live under the
present system.
y 2.7 were undecided.
79.4
of the men and
77.4
of the women chose
option; 17.5 of
the
of file
the men and
women opted for the present

-

Steve Graffam prepares for new WCWS season.

Teacher Exams Announced
PRINCETON,
.

NEW JERSE

'

Students completing teacher
preparation programs arid advanced degree candidates in
specific fields may take the
National Teacher Examinations on any of three different
Educatest elates in 1977-7tional Testing .Service, the
8.

nonprofit, educational organi-

zation that administers this
testing program, said today
that the tests will be given
November 12, 1977, February
18, 1978,

and July 15, 1978, at

nearly 400 locations through- -

out the United States.
Results of the National
Teacher Examinations are con-

sidered by many large school
districts as one of several
factors in the selection of new
teachers and used by several
states for the credentialling of
teachers or licensing of ad-

vanced candidates. Some

colpre-

leges require all seniors
paring to teach to take the
examinations.
On each full day of testing,
registrants may take the Com-

mon Examinations, which
measure their professional preparation and general educational background, andor an
Area Examination that measures their ; mastery of the .

subject they expect to teach.

Prospective registrants

alterna-

tives to drawing solely from
that small pool include lowering admissions standards and
increasing the financial aid

budget.

Neither option te presently

under any consideration at

test-cente-

should contact the school
systems in which they seek
employment, their colleges, or
appropriate educational association for advice about which
examinations to take and
when to take them.
The Bulletin of Information
for Candidates contains a list 0854a

rs

--

y

on

24-ho- ur

.

--

24-ho- ur

by Susie
Ian Fleming's "Goldfinger"
was, recently shown on the
C.O.W. campus and for those
who had never experienced a
James Bond film, it was a
typical 007 flick. Characteristics of a Bond movie include:
an unusual plot; an evil villain
and his strong arm man; a
woman who falls in love with
the supersleuth, and a hit
Estill

theme song performed by a
famous singer. The new-Jam-es
Bond film "The Spy
Who Loved Me" has all these
r
things.
In "The Spy", an evil genius
is attempting to destroy the
existing life on earth and begin
an undersea world with the
help of his indestructable
strongin this case mouth
Wooster.

Morris, pleased with this
year's class, remarked that
"everyone would agree that
admissions is not just the job
of the admissions staff; everyone must participate.. .we' re
very happy with the cooperation we've had."

man. Jaws, (played by Lurch
of Adams' Family fame). There
is also a Russian female spy
who by the end of the film has
fallen helplessly in love with
Bond. The music is written by
Marvin Hamlisch and the title

song sung by Carry Simon
during the credits, which were
filmed with unsual and sensuous techniques.
Perhaps, the best known
trademark of a 007 movie is
the use of special effects-whic- h
is both outstanding and
hilarious in "The Spy". Unfortunately there are some
undesirable features of Bond
films: blatant sexism and excessive violence. In these
areas, Ths Spy", is no exception, with several lines that
would make ERA supporters
cringe, and bloody shoot-oending in an explosion, fire,
and deaths that would make
child psychologists shudder..
A difference in the character
of Bond (played by Roger
Moore, who replaced the
aging Sean Connery) makes
the new Bond film distinct. In
"Goldfinger", 007 was a fum-blwho often made stupid

19.

--

policy.

'1

Nobody Docs if Dotfcr Than Bond

D.rJlorris of Admissions Pleased
though undesirable,

of
and general
information about the examinations, as well as a registration:
.form. Copies may be obtained
from college placement officers, school personnel departments, or directiy from National Teacher Examinations, Box
911, Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey

24-ho- ur

by
administered in
the Visitation Committee of
S.G.A. sought to answer this
and other questions.
The questionnaire attempted to assess the feelings of
students for a system : that
would allow for certain housing units to establish visitation
hours up to 24 hours a day
during the entire week, while
other housing units would
remain under the current system.
The results indicated that
92.6
of the respondents,
regardless of their personal
preference in housing, were in
mid-Ma-

"

The survey also evaluated
how important the criteria of
visitation policy would be to
students choosing their housn
system
ing, were a
in effect. . - ..: v
The criteria specified were
two-optio-

:

.-

mistakes, but in 'The Spy",
Bond is the gleaming hero
who can dp no wrong (sic:
"nobody does it better").

This obvious perfection
makes for a more humorous
Bond character and movie. If
you've never seen 007 in
action, he's at his best in the
new movie; or "rf you liked him
in ,"Goldfinger", . you'M love
him in 'The Spy Who Loved
Me".
"The Spy Who Loved Me"
will run through September 29
at the Wooster Theatre.

.

.
.

of friends, physical
structure of the building, availability of a single, the location
of the unit, and the program,,
.
provided by the unit.
location

.

.Visitation policy ranked

fourth of these seven criteria,
with location of friends most
important and program least
important. . . ,.
The Visitation Committee is
using the results of the survey
as a part of a report to the
October 8 meeting . of the
Student-Truste-

Relations

e

Committee.

.

,

,

''--

ut

er

PRINTS LTD.
Dealer in fine Art Graphics
Posters and Games
215 E. Liberty
264-835-
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collegiate crossword r
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"7"

25"
35"
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4

4T"

51

5Z"

55"T"

"57"T

ACROSS
7 Drink taken

drink

5r1
H""""
"

j55
off

S3 African capital
Church In Roue
Natural environment 55 Take a bride

Forer

Gives a bad review
Chess

at,

56 Persist
f point .
58 Fro Lhasa
60 Religious

-

pieces

Overly proper
person

-

a'

'

61

,

Flatter.

"

-

1

1

.

as a

recluse

62 Conditions
63 Cuddle

22 Part of TGI F
23 Kith and
' '
24 Horse
DOWN
'
25 Nureaburg i
iv i
1 Sea wumal
27 Detroit athlete
29 Ticket sales for an 2 Kitchen device
3 Tennis aatch parts
event
30 Dessert.
a4.6ad's son 32 Defawd
5 Highway part
34 Louisville slugger
6 Enter furtively
Vat-s,
(2 wds.)
35
7 Station
36 Propriety of
8 Dutch painter
behavior
9 Foraer pro league
40 Loses Might
44 Sadat, for one
10 Nitwit
11 Roue, The
45 The devil
City
47 Store sign
12 Show joy
--

1ta.

en

-

,

.

-

""

""""

"

"

"

13 Moving

51 Patron

City In California

:

55

horse

"

like

Having a
Toupee

15
20
26
27
28
29
31
33

(abbr.)

."

"

"

5r"

49 Rocky pinnacle
50 Punctuation nark

after

--

53

55"-"-

48 Nod

.

-

"

"

"

r

Meditators

rs"

4p4rn4r"
4ri""
""
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r

"""!
5Z

"

JT"
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53

50

21

'

r
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3T
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13
14
16
17
18
19
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label
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Important person
Andronlcus

Ascended

Class

Feather's partner
Jazz pianist

Powell
36 Vienna's river
37 School room .need
38 Short, sleeveless

gament
39 Actor Victor,, and
"

40
41

Revised

faally

Jersey river
Balance sheet
section
New

.42 Lift up
43 Peaceful
46 Metric
52 Hindu deity
53
board
54
order
55 Whip mark
part :
57
59 Ralph Kranden's

by Tracy Dils- In the Spring of 1977, the
Educational Policy Committee
announced a revision in the
grading policy of the Independent Study Program. As
explained by Vivian Holliday,
Dean of Faculty and current
committee head,- the former
grading system of Honors,
Satisfactory and No Credit
was not sufficient enough to
cover the wide quality of work
recieved during the Independent Study Process. Originally, the term Honors referred to only the most superior
--

-

"
257"

work:; submitted. Because
some Independent Study Projects were far above satisfactory and yet not quite up to the
level of honors, a new term.
Good, was added to aid instructors in making a more
reflective evaluation of a student's work. According to the
new Independent Study Handbook, the term Good is used to
indicate that I.S. work is
"significantly above average in
terms of content Method and
form," while Honors refers to
only the most outstanding
; projects. In this way, the
committee hopes that the
Independent Study evaluation
will more truly indicate the
quality of the project
There was some concern on
the part of the student body
that the above change was not
publicized adequately and
even some accusations that
proper procedure had not
been followed in passing this
r,
new policy. Upon
it was found
that the policy change had
investiga-tion,howeve-

vehicle

Sweat Baby James is Now J.T.
J.T.JAMES TAYLOR
by Susie Eshil
-Variety is what 'makes
James Taylors new album
great 'Handy Man", the hit
release from the album, is an
excellent arrangment of an old
Otis Blackwell and Jimmy
Jones song from the 50's.

James

honey-swe- et

assures all

voice

broken-hearte- d

'0

Life" and "If I Keep My
Heart Out of Sight" are quiet
slow songs, written and sung
for those who cherish the days
of "Sweet Baby James" and

males that he's the man to see
for any delicate repairs.
Taylor's' guitar player and
showman Danny Kortchmar
(who also plays for Jackson
Browne) has one of his lively
ti irux nn thA alhiim nlnnn with
J.T.'s "Your Smiling Face"
which hides a hint of disco.

'

and James team up for
the writing and singing of.
"Terra Nova." which tells of
Carfy

James' never ending wanderlust Linda Ronstadt harmon-

izes on "Bartender Blues,"
and Tavlor even talks his wav
through a clever, jazzy number
called 'Traffic Jam." "Secret
t

17: THE.- ,-

fntbe Cottage Hllto' S H'jO P.

;tKyj2W46

or Call

-- ,

us- - at

.264-476- 7

The Great American

The Great American
ESCAPE
Dream a little. Play a little, but most of all, relax and enjoyl
We have hobbies and crafts for the whole family at family
.
prices.
.
.
service - come in,
Take advantage of
line of
amazing
our
out
check
and
questions
browse, ask
"
stock!
.
Treasure House Hobbies
238 W.Liberty St
Phone 216264-313- 3
Wooster, Ohio 44691
old-fashion-

ed

for consideration. After a favorable faculty response, the
policy was put officially into
effect As to these charges,
Ms. Holliday emphasizes that

"there are not secrets about
this change.. ."and was quick
to point out that the committee needs student input She
also emphasized that the committee contains two student
members who have full voting
rights and are responsible for
investigation and reporting
student feedback on academic
concerns. She added that in
the future, the committee may
utilize open meeting or forums
so that students may more
directly and effectively voice
their concerns.
to the Independent Study
The student body should be process as well as increase the
aware that the Educational current emphasis on the proPolicy Committee is currently gram as an integral part of a
considering further revision of student's academic life at the
the Independent Study Pro College of Wooster.

WAITRESS WANTED

Apply in Person

Part Time

-

2-- 5

Days or Nights

See Mr. Maxwell
MAXWELL'S

FAMILY STEAK HOUSE

)

'
--

-r

IN THE RAM AO A INN WELCOME BACK GANG
Lot's of new things - tiny Pentax,
Cannons, Nikons
New Dark Room Supplies

150 North Walnut St.

o We have meat, too!
Come see us at
131 N. Market

who after study and discussion, approved it, and was
then submitted to the faculty

gram. According to Ms. Holliday, I.S. should be the "...exciting culmination of a student's four years at the College of Wooster" and the
. process should be introduced
at the onset of a student's
academic career so as to
provide a deeper consciousness of the entire process.
Specific changes in the future
concern the areas of deadlines
(penalties will be set for late
material) and explicit information brochure that each department will be required to
provide and distribute concerning the proper form, bibliographies and suggested topics. A more explicit statement
will be also published that will
set more officially the required
time that a student must
spend with his advisor discussing Independent Study work.
In this way, the committee
hopes to add more excitement

Threado Liberated

'

.

i

"Fire and Rain." If the music
doesn't appeal to you, you're
sure to be amused by the
imaginative photography of
the album sleevel

Our specials: Fresh salads
Eggplant sandwiches
Tacos
Soy burgers
Aracados
Herbal teas
Smoothies and juices

I

.followed proper channels. The
revision originated in the Educational Policy Committee,

Piko'o Peak

ARCH'S HIDDEN GARDEN
o Vegetarian Dinners Served

refe-
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STUDY MINTS

(J

from AAP Student Service Preview each chapter before
A textbook, property used, reading it The heading and
can be invaluable in any summary will give you an
course. It provides you with understanding of the topics or
essential course information, concepts to be emphasized.
reinforces your class lectures,
helps clarify and . complete
notes, supplies visual aids and READ FOR THE MAIN IDEAS
helps you prepare for exams. The author is trying to convey
The following six steps have important ideas in each chap- proved to be successful in ter. These,, rather than details,
using textbooks, and they can should be your primary concern. Periodically ask yourself,
easily be applied to any assign"what is the author trying to
ment.
convey?"
1. Survey the entire book
your class notes
2. Read for the main ideas
3. Question yourself as you with your reading. Keep full,
legible, and accurate lecture
read
4. Underline and make margin notes. Like your textbook,
they are a basic reference and
notes
you can return to them for
5. Use study guides
guidance.
systematically
.6. Review
Co-ordin-

SURVEY THE ENTIRE BOOK

Glance through the text as a
whole: chapter headings and

ate

Read your assignment before
each class. You can then join
in class discussion

to clarify

and reinforce your understanding of the material. You
will remember better and
ogies, discussion questions, cramming for exams will be
graphs pictures and diagrams. unnecessary.
Scan the table of contents to Summarize what you have
grasp the organization and read. After finishing a page,
scope of the text
restate the main ideas iii your
Read the preface carefully to mind and then glance back to
,
understand the author's pur-- see if you are correct Before
closing your text jot down the
pose and approach.
Read the concluding chapter major points of the material
graphs, tables, diagrams or
or final paragraphs of the you have read. You will find
graphs demonstrate?
book. The author will often that most of the supporting
stress and summarize major details will return to you rather ' Why has the author chosen a
easily.
points there.
certain sequence of thought?
Why does he elaborate upon a
particular point so extensively?
How would you rate the
effectiveness of the author's
style and presentation? Does
(fe)
fjS
GIFTSHOPPEy
he use humor, exaggeration,

reading suggestions, quizzes, chronolsummaries,

appearing here in two installments, is one of a series of
AAP STUDENT SERVICE articles developed by the college
textbook publishers to help
students' improve their use of
study time and learning mater-ial-s.
A complimentary booklet
will be se,nt to you if you write
to APP STUDENT SERVICE,
Association of American Publishers, Inc., One Park Avenue,
New York. New York 10016

QUESTION YOURSELF AS texf s ideas?
When was the book written?
Ask yourself What Why, Have new developments dated
How, Who and When? It will the author's opinions?
help you grasp the author's Ask questions in class. Bring
specific inquiries with you.
main ides.
What is the meaning of the Make certain you are an active
title of this chapter? What is participant and that reading
the prupose of headings and plays a vital role in your classthe topic sent- room work.
ence and concluding remarks?
What is the meaning of the HOW TO GET THE MOST
important terms that are high- OUT OF YOUR TEXTBOOKS,
lighted? What do the photoYOU READ

sub-headin- gs,

Scholarship Offered

ISriffl

Mill
II
.

pill

Jewelry
Party Decorations

JjfjJ
"

1

ill

j

'

provide international travel

only or a stipend intended as a
partial grant-in-aiCandidates must be U.S.
citizens at the time of application, hold a bachelor's degree
or its equivalent by the beginning date of the grant, have
language ability commensurate with the demands of the
proposed study projects, and
good health.

ual Educational Exchange Program (Fulbright-Hays- )
and by
foreign governments, universities and private donors will
close shortly. Only a few more
weeks remain in which qualified graduate students may
apply for one' of the 550
awards which are available to
53 countries.
Most of the grants offered
transportprovide round-tri- p
ation, tuition and maintenance

pictures appropriate and easy
to understand?
For whom is the author

J

Hallmark Cards
Assorted Candles

for one academic year; a few

The 1978-7- 9 competition for
grants for graduate study
abroad offered under the Mut-

irony, satire? Are many examples used? Are the graphs and

rllfl

to be continued

writing? If it is a history text is
it biased? If it is psychology,
does the author belong to a
special school of thought and

does this attitude shape the

d.

Application forms and further information for students
currently enrolled in The College of Wooster may be
obtained from the campus

ABORTION
14 Weeks

Gifts

Up Thru

eosea novsz pizza
,

Safe and Gentle
Akron's Most Experienced
Clinic
Moderate Fee, ADC Accepted
Personalized and Confidential

.

Fulbright Program Adviser Ms.
Dorothy J. Knauer, who is
located in Babcock, International Programs Office. The
deadline for filing applications
on this campus is October 1.

Grace's Win,
, Shoppe

AKRON WOMEN'S CLINIC
--

"The Pizza with the Big Secret!
Made to Order - Chese, Pepperoni, Sausage,
Mushrooms, Anchovies, Peppers, Onions
Unbaked pizza to go
Also Serving Italian - American Foodsn
WELCOME TO WOOSTER!
Come See Us:
Weekdays-Cp.m.-la.-

Fri.

Sat-5p.m.-2a.-

Sunday

513 W.

248 W. North Street

Market St.

Call Collect

0-535-6-

262-5C3-

178

HILTY GREENHOUSES
Decorate
Your room with "unusual," healthy indoor plants. By them at the
Bookstore, or stop by the greenhouse for a larger selection.
264-576- 8

m.

m.

Carry-Ou- t

Only 5 - 12, Closed Tues.

S

--

438 N. Bever Street
located five blocks south of Wishart

Hall- -

.
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Functional Illiteracy Among Students Increasing
By Campus Digest
News Service

Indeed, all campuses of the
University of California are
- The syndrome of high' more than toying with ways to
school students graduating incorporate writing instruction
without being able to read with regular course instructheir diplomas is growing, and tion. And one can't blame
along with it, students' ability them. After all, the university
to write.
system found in 1975 that 76
In fact, ..the problem is per cent of its entering stu-

getting so acute that many
colleges and universities are
routinely enacting programs
designed to spot and then
upgrade student writing defi-

ciencies.
A continuous decline of
scores on the verbal portion of
standardized tests such as the

Scholastic

Aptitude Test

(SAT) taken by students
ing to enter college, along with
an increase in the number of

students who cannot meet
minimum entrance requirements in basic English composition, has spelled scholastic
trouble for higher education.
With so many students unable
to write in clear, concise,
grammatical English, colleges

dentswhich happen to

al-

ready be the top eighth of

California's high school graduascores below the
minimum required by the university on the College Entrance Examination ..Board's
English Composition Test
To deal with all this, the
Berkeley campus four years
ago began the Bay Area
Writing Project which some
tes-had

consider to be the latest

Compete For Scholarship

sophomores are eligible
to apply for the very handsome HARRY S. TRUMAN
All

SCHOLARSHIP, which is a
scholarship, including a .
couple of years of grad school,
paying tuition and board-rooexpenses and even more, up
to $5,000 per year. Fifty are
selected each year in very
competitive conditions (one
from each state); last year
a Wooster student, Andy
Sears, was the winner for his
home state of Missouri.
The student must have an
exceptional academic record
AND plan to devote his life to
a career in public service (ie,
some branch of government).
4-ye-

ar

m

.

and universities are being forced into remedial English programs of one kind, or another.
Current efforts consist of a
variety of new courses and They must be sophomores
tutorial programs, along with
the establishment of writing
skills centers on some campuses.

now. Interested sophomores
should send a brief application
in writing to Gordon Shull.
Kauke 115, before October 1.
They should indicate what
leadership positions they held
in high school, what their high
school grade point average

was, and what evidence they
can provide that they have
seriously considered government service of some sort as a

career.

Goings In Forum
Kenneth W. Goings of the
College of Wooster will partici
pate in Duquesne University's
11th annual History Forum
Oct. 20-2- 2 in the William Penn
Hotel, Pittsburgh, Pa.

writing reform effort in the
country.
Designed to help teachers in
selected schools and colleges
develop new techniques to
improve students' writing ability, the project is achieving
results. A recent study of the
students in the project schools

showed that

college-entranc- e'

writing scores jumped 50
points in 1976, while scores in
schools only increased 13 points.
However, remedial efforts
are costly and often only
And the fact
remains that many students
are passing through the nation's grammar, junior and
high schools without being
able to read with the proficiency that at one time even
dropouts had. And instead of
being able to study the subjects at college they paid good
money for, these students are
wasting time learning a basic
skill they should have acquired
years ago.
As Harry Levin, dean of the
non-proje- ct

harf-succesf- ul.

SELL HI-F- I EQUIPMENT
Be our exclusive rep on your

campus ALL BRANDS
WRITE

AUDIO OUTLET

323 Pncxk Awnm
Washington Township. Nm Jersey 07875
8
Attention: Mm Miuyfca (201)6-M6-

Browse and study the
new trends in
our Young Modern Shop for
the gals or the Young Men 's
Pantry for the guys.

pace-settin- g

.

For example, Cornell U niver-sit- y
established in 1976 what it
considers to be the first' dean-shi- p
in the country solely

College of Arts and Sciences
at Cornell puts it, 'The ability
to write well is the' most
important outcome of a liberal
education."
And, with the way things
are going, that may be an
outcome long in coming.

Just stop in and say hi"!

concerned with the new

courses and programs for the

fall, 1977 term.
And what will

be concerned

this new dean with most?

Why, in working with other
departments in dealing with
the problem of what is fast

becoming functional illiteracy
among students,
In fact, Cornell went so far
as to try an 'experimental
course format where a writing
instructor was added to a
regular course instructor in a
few business and urban
studies courses. The experiment worked so well that it is
being considered for expansion into other departments
and programs. .
Then there is the University
of California at Santa Cruz
-

No. YJ010M-J225J- X).
Yellow top$Uinles
steal back, gilt dial,

No.

ZW928M-S120.-

17). yellow

00.

topstainless

steel back, gilt dial,
adjustable textured
bracelet.

adjustable bracelet.

which is also experimenting

BEAUTY, QUALITY
AND VARIETY.
LADY SEIKO.

only learn engineering in engineering class, but also how
to write their engineering class
papers in readable English.
The university has already
lecturer for
hired a half-tim-e

Seiko has one of the world's largest
r
collections of both quartz and
watches for women. Lady Seiko Quartz watches
are known for their outstanding accuracy
and unique slim elegance. All Lady Seiko
watches are famous for good looks arid
technological excellence. Come choose from a
rich variety of styles: elegant or sport models.

with including writing instruction into a broad range of
academic programs. In other
words, students would not

each of its departments who
teach four courses of

Young Modern Shop third floor
--

jewel-leve-

Young Men's

Pantry-Mai- n

Floor

will

writing.

BEALL AVE
ECON-O-WAS- H

(JtMt North Of

24 Hour
Dry

tM College)

Coin-O- p

Laundry

Cleaning 8 4:15

J3

y&

Ifoow.

120 E. Liberty St.

Q-m-

Store

oml

OM

ft Fciys to Buy Quality

469

264S4
STORE HOURS:

To.. Thur. fat.

t:30-S:3- 0
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emphasis on dorm program-- r University, Nancy has formed
r. a favorable opinion of Wooster,
ming across campus. .';
Women and Women's Pro- - since July 1,1977 when her job
gramming are a major concern began and from her very first
the position vacated by to Nancy. She is planning a encounter with Wooster on
Dwight Moore. Ms. Orr, from leadership workshop with the
May 19, 1977.
; w r
Cincinnati, studied at Indiana Women's Clubs in conjunction
She likes the personal touch
r
University, graduating with a with I.C.C. She hopes to Wooster gives to students,
B.A. in Psychology and a
strengthen the Women's faculty, and administration
Masters degree of Education. Groups and Clubs on campus.
Nancy , chose Wooster
The specific duties of Ms.
Wooster is a change from over her top five job offers,
Orr are adviser to Student the larae
which included Syracuse Uni
camrxis of Indiana
Government Association. Inter
Club Council, and Myers
House; representative to Low-r- y
Center Board and Judicial
-- by Cindi Meister-Dwtggrad school.
Board; Director of Freshman
The duties of the Associate
Moore is the new
Orientation. Other miscellanAssociate Dean of Students, Dean are: 1) Selection, develeous responsibilities include replacing Cynthia Tuttle. opment and support of the
continuation of the Alcohol Dwight graduated from ColR.A. Staff; 2) Overall responsiEducation Program and workgate University in 1970, at- bility for residential living ; 3)
ing with the various Women's tended Union Theological
Working with Carol Morrison
groups.
Seminary for one year, and on the total housing program
Nancy is the dorm director has a Masters degree in Stuof the college.
of Holden Hall this year. She dent Development from MichDwight is also the advisor to
has worked with residence hall igan State University. Dwight SGA and ISC. His work as a
programming in her graduate has also been a ski instructor Dean involves interaction with
years and sees great potential in Colorado, a waiter, and an parents, personal counseling,
in Holden as a unit to be advisor to graduate students in involvement with the Interna- realized through the increased Education while attending tional Education Committee
ooooooooooooooooooooooaooooocM OOOOOOOflOOCOOOOOOOOOOOOO
by Cindi Metster- Nancy Orr b the new Assistant Dean of Students, filling
''

Georgetown Univer-s'rty.' and Boston University.
versity
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their committment to student
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headed by Ellen Thomas for
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..trust and friendliness

w

shown to her by her Wooster ," concerns.
:; "T ,;
colleagues plus the flexibility ,: Dealing with people is one
of her position were factors in one of Nancy's chief function
her decision.
as Assistant Dean of Students.
She ; hopes to see students
Ms. Orr is impressed by the become more active and to
various student groups she strengthen the sense of comhas met and commends the munity and spirit she sees on
.
SGA and Visitation Committee campus. ,

.
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and work with the small
houses and program houses.
Mr. Moore likes the style of
the new executive administration of the College. He sees
President Copeland and
Baird as being very
senrtive to their constituents;
students, administration, faculty, parents, trustees, and

.

:

exciting people this year. He is
hoping for increased residence
programming, expanding of
the role of Hall Council, a basic

program that will meet the
needs of . students in dorm

Vice-Presid- ent

:

reflecting

this sensitivity
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Voice StaK
'

replaced C--J Publishing in that
capacity. Bules expects the
Dwight has set many
paper to be "more professiongoals for C.O.W., al in appearance" as a result
being already acquainted with
The Wooster Voice staff is
life at the College. A few of his by no means closed; all stumain concerns are the campus dents interested in working in
security system, coed housing, any capacity on the paper
'
should drop a note in the
increased student responsibility for their, environment and Voice box in Lowry Center or
call Bules at Extension 221.
helping
fellow students, and
students become more aware
'of the problems in maintaining
(CMtiine Cram pas 1)
the physical aspects of the
College.
all of LCB is committed to
Dwight feels that the it.Jut we have to find a
.
R.A." Staff is composed of promoter to put up. the mon-..;.-ey."
,
LCB is not giving up,
though, and may yet find a big
name concert to top off an

their

decision-making-

.'

;

well-found- ed
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BECOME A COLLEGE CAMPUS DEALER
Sell Brand Name Stereo Components at lowest
prices. High Profits; NO INVESTMENT REQUIRED.
For details, contact: FAD Components, Inc.
65 Passaic Ave., P.O. Box 689, Fairfield, New Jersey 07006
llene Orlowsky
201-227-68-

84
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already promising year.
Wooster Fish
v

a

;.'

Deep See Foods
Wooster Fish

'
&
Deep Sea Foods
"

featuring...

lobster
catflsh
shrimp
frog legs V.
.

.

it

BBQribs-

;

The Wooster Inn
YOUR STUDENT I.D. ENTITLES YOU TO A
DISCOUNT OF $1.10 FOR LUNCH OR
DINNER, ANY DAY EXCEPT MONDAY.

turbot
oysters
scallops'

"

-

RESTAURANT :
:.' 'and:-- ' ' v '
RETAIL FRESH FISH
262-883-

V

1

230 N. Buckeye

IVOaiD-VJI- Dl

TRAVEL
SERVICE
TAKES YOU- hostelry, the Wooster Inn combines the tradition of early America with
present-da- y
creature comforts, and a spacious location on The College of Wooster campus.
The relaxing, warm colonial atmosphere will make meal time an enjoyable interlude. Over night
accomodations available.
A

country-styl-e

EAST WAYNE AND GAS CHE, EXT. 237 or 264-23-
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Italian painter
Screenwriter Anita

28

Devilishly
Decline

sly'
-

for short

for

refining flour

33 Teachers organi-

zation

34 Shore

-

-

protectors

(2 wds.)

. 36 Machine

-

Go

(ramble)

T;

part

36
38
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
49

-

length

4 Moves Jerkily
5 Hollywood populace
6 Sheriff Taylor
"Golly"
r

r

8
9
-

as an eel
Size of some

want-a-

ds

(2 wds.)

Writers: You can win $100;

prizes for best short story,
humorous essay, or "other
short pieces between 250 and
1000 words

.WELCOME BACK!

Master-Charg-

24-Ho-

Coquette

(pause)
Finished" cake

ur

Take

Lobby

Football trick
"
"Rock of

Anklebones
Work with soil

Deal organi-

zation

Friday-9-55-

830-12.-0-

.

COMMERCIAL
TRUOT COMPANY
DAN KINO

member

tional Publications, 4747 FounLos
tain Ave., Dept C-Angeles, CA. 90029

MEMBER
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F.D.I.C.
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HAIR-A-MEDIC-

S

FOR

men

--

Don't spend all of . your summer's
earnings nowl Save a little for later in one of
our insured savings accounts. It will earn
interest from the day of deposit to the day
of withdrawal.
Don't forget we offer free traveler's
checkswith your college I.D.I

Pizza
Beer -- Wind

First

11:00to11:00r L
4
v -- :
phone:
282-044-

--

--

Cut & blow dry $7--$ 13
Owned by California trained stylists
Qualified, creative, concerned stylists
make up our staff
Personal consultation on choosing the

Personal consultation on choosing the
right style Just for you
Hair analysis available for persons
interested in healthy hair
Complete Redken & RKretail display
for all your hair, skin, and nail needs
-- No appointment
necessary for product
knowledge consultation
--

--

345 N. Market
262-584-

E.JLiberty

135
flight at tho foot of

Federal

.

264-800-

1

1812 Cleveland Road
264-781-

2

5

STYLING SALON
& WOMEN

--

Chsmpsgna

BoaM.

CALL
264-650-

w
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DRIVE-THR- U

1978

--

HOLD IT1

DINO'S

7-2- 1,

fit

Wooster Music Center

self-adaress-ea,

Intnrna.

March

830-63- 0

0

and Needs
st Announcement

TENTH ANNUAL
LONDON SHOW TOUR

0

THE

,

..j ...ua tn
yu

Campus - For ALL
Your Travel Inquiries
1

830-93- 0

-9- -230

12.O0

-9--

Just off the College

Drive-I- n

Mon., Tues., Thurs.,
Wed. & Sat

Too

For Your
Convenience

e

Visa
Any Financial Advice
Day and Night Automatic Banking Machines.
SOON:

For rules and official entry

form, send

346 E.BOWMAN ST.

Travelers Checks
Drive-I- n
Lanes

Writing Contest Begins
$50; or $25 in cash and book

Consultants

.

Three

lead minerals

New

On Saturday, October 1,
Heir Schreiber will lead a tour
of the Amish country surrounding Wooster. Tour activities will include a tour of a
cheese factory, a trip to an
Amish country store, a picnic
on an Amish farm, and more.
Lunch will be provided. Cost
per student is $4.25; a sign-u- p
sheet is available at Lowry
Center Front Desk.

Flalr.Travol

.

Savings Accounts .
Safe Deposit Boxes;

32

,

his findings in several scholarly
articles soon to be published.

Offers Two Trips

LCB

Cleveland Rd. Offering Students and Faculty
Every Modern Banking Service!
Checking Accounts

Hurt or cheated
Conservatives' foes, 35 Glided

r

.

standing and relating

Have you seen our new banking location?

--

-

necessary for underto
others."
Former honor students,-- '
skills

Just north, of the campus on Portage at

--

Hiss

t

"

-

1977

faculty evaluations, the study
suggests.'' For instance, the
researcher found that men
with high academic verbal
aptitude had, a decade later,
underan
"inaccurate
standing" of themselves and
"had not learned the empathic

LC.B. Travel Committee is
chology at Haverford College.
offering two trips to Wooster
He followed a group of Haverstudents in the next two
ford liberal arts students beweeks.
ginning with their college enFor juniors and seniors startrollment in 1960 through the.
ing their Independent Study,
present
there is a bus going to Ohio '
"Non academic factors" State's library' Sunday, Septsuch as character developember 25. The bus will depart
ment, moral values, and
from Lowry Center at 11 a.nv
prepersonal skills are better
and return there at 6 p.m.' Cost
dictors of adult competence to each student will be $4.50.

se

32 Devices
.

31

37 Type of music
10 Regretful one
ACROSS
11 Vanderbllt and
38 Doesn't eat
Lowell
Movie Mogul Marcus 39 The Sunflower State
13 Acquit
40 Part of APB, to
14 "The Lord Is My
; police
Heroic tale '.
'
Song syllable
41 All -- too common-excu15 Veal"
(2 wds.)
The state of being
20 Extends across
43 Short opera solo.
undamaged
"
".
22
47
Turkic tribesmen
Grotto
Pal
23 Mr. Guinness
48 Part of the hand
Its capital Is
24 Spanish for wolf
Dacca
50 Made do
51
25 Retrace (3 wds.)
Nobel chewlst
Prevents
26 Disproof
The art of putting 52
Alte
28 Ends, as a
53 U.S. caricaturist
on plays
broadcast (2 wds.
Pearson and Maddox 54 Farm storage place
29 Like Felix Unger
Vegas
Inventory
Head
.
30
Drink to excess
DOWN
f

22
23
26
27
31

1
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when compared with lower
academic achievers, were
found to be. "quite removed
psychologically from the practical and realistic problems of
the day."
Heath emphasizes the study
may not be conclusive but he
has found considerable evidence to support the suggestions and will expound on

than grades, test scores, and

--

The students "most likely to
succeed" in the world beyond
college may not be those with
the highest grades. In fact, a
srecentfy released study
gests just the opposite that
high academic achievement
may actually "get in the way
of and detract from maturing
and adult interpersonal competence."
The study, which is sure to
be controversial in academic
circles, was done by Douglas
H. Heath, professor of psy-

"
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Scots ranked 3rd

tiser

cceir Squad Poees

by Dave Koppenhaver

the game, consequently CSU
how is Wooster to counter
is currently rated first in the such a force?
'
state and third in the Mideast
"We're going to have to do
They have also cracked the everything just a little bit
top 20 nationally.
to
better, from
Their team boasts a variety team concepts," coach Nye
of high school All Americans, explained. "We have to have
Englishmen, Bermuda national real strong games from our
players,
strongest players."
and
,
college picks.
The Scots will also have the

"We've played a lot of good
teams, including St Lou's,
University of Michigan, and
the University of Akron just
last season," soccer coach
Bob Nye said. "But this will
probably be the strongest
international style team we've

one-on-o-

all-Oh-

played. They have foreigners
through their lineup."

all

ne

1

All-Amer- ica

io

'This team happens to be

Cleveland State University,
which will invade Carl Dale
Memorial Field tomorrow at 4
p.m. with what they feel is
their strongest team ever.
Coincidentally the Scots feel
likewise about their 1977 prod-du-

'J

Both teams seem justified in
their claims. Wooster enters
the game with a 2-- 0 ledger
after knocking off Case Western 2--0 and lambasting Ohio
In the most
Northern 11-recent Ohio rankings they
were placed third and in the
Mideast fourth.
Cleveland on the other hand
is coming off one of their
biggest wins in years. They
knocked off perennial power-- ,
house St Louis 0 Monday
evening. The Bilikins had been
d
nationally before

- ft

ar

r

i.CSU

home field advantage, which
They wiS see considerable
in this case is significant
"Cleveland State plays on action, as wia junior Kenny .
a narrower field which is Kolich. He has totaled a pair of
artificial turf (Berea'a George. goals arid assists in the two,
pames to give the Scots a
Firmie Stadium)' Nye said.
front fine.
"Our field b much wider.
Backing them all up will be
We're hoping that gives us a
.conditioning edge. The ban is goalie. Doug Flanne'ty, who
also not going to move as fast already has 11 saves and a
or bounce as high as they are shutout to hb credit thb
i

--

well-balanc-

accustomed to."
Finally the Scots have some
players of considerable talents
themselves. Heading thejist b

ail-Oh-

ct

7.

io

Key Akintunde,

assist

Key's fellow
Kevin Kolich and Doug Goodwin guide play from their
fullback and midfleld positions. Kolich was also an
player and guides one
of the strongest defensive
fines Wooster has had in years.
It b comprised of juniors Mark
Pruiss and Nick Crismafi and
tri-captai-

2.

all-Oh-

'
m

0

1--

Sophomore Kenny K often puts moves on Northern defender in
Scots' 11-- 2 romp Saturday.

sixth-ranke-

the

team's leading scorer last season. He holds team scoring
records for a season, 21, and
career, 43. Playing just one
game this season he already
totals five goals and one

66

deli

0L PlIMTl - G- l-

99

9

Lll

ed

:

;
season.
;';v-The game offers students
the unique opportunity to see
two of the state and region's
d,
top teams in
or
action. 'We've had time to gear for
them physically and mentally,"
coach Nye said, "We'll be
ready Saturday to give them a
run. There should be some
exciting soccer played."
:

.

-

.-

head-to-hea-

foot-to-fo- ot

ns,

Archoro
Aim High

io

freshman Karl Rosengren.
The tall, lean Goodwin gives
the Scots headball power and
should be flanked by small and
scrappy Matt Lawrence and

Jay Crawford.

,With suspensions all served
from last season's breech of
rules the veterans are now 100 .
percent joining what has proved a very strong freshman
crop. Pint-size-d
133 pound
Jeff Lamscha b the team's
second leading scorer with
three goals, while Chuck Alien
has totaled a goal and two
5-- 6,

by David Johns
Arrows will be flying as

Wooster's three talented

archers aim for. another successful season on the
squad. The archery
team, composed of Jim
Murphy, Allan Johns and Ed
Weill, will be aiming for the
national tournament as they
begin their season shooting in
the intercollegiate tournament
at Kent State on Oct 8. .
Jim Murphy, captain of the
team, hopes to expand the
sport at Wooster with the
addition of a
pec 11)
bow-and-arro-

-

newly-charter-

ed

tton., Sept. 19th thro Sst., Sept. 24th
1

Wcc!r Only!!

.1, "Pretty Plaques and
brighten a dull room."
2. "A new piece of Jewelry
cures the 'Rainy Wooster Blues'
3. "Pewter Desh Accessories
make I.S. bearable
Nic-Na-

- "B - a - B" Sale - Buy Any One
Our
Item At Regular Price - Get The end Of Equal
Or Less Value For
Semi-Annu-

al

cs

Only V2 Price . . .

Save

Koiv-

P.S.
Don't Forget.
To Start
Your
Christmas

-

A SALE WORTH RUNNING TOI

Shopping'
Early!

V"!OC
116

E. Liberty St.

Ph.262-87-

7
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r

:

t
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Win

Komjp
:

Operoeir

Dim

appeared that the drive had

;
byBHIWolle
On a cloudy and cool September 17, the 1977 football

Just when it seemed that
the Tigers were going to score,
the Scots stiffened in a classic
goal line stand. On third down
from the three, the ball popped
loose and Marty Cvelbar recovered for Wooster at the
one yard line. DePauw had
marched 79 yards in 6:45 and
had nothing to show for it

stalled. But a personal foul
charged to DePauw gave the
Scots a first down at the ten
yard line. During the game the

--

season got under way at the
College of Wooster. Appropriately, the Fighting Scots treated an enthusiastic' Severance
Stadium crowd of 6,580 to a
31-- 0
thumping of the DePauw

were

Tigers

continually

plagued by penalties-nin- e
in all
for 89 yards.
Two plays later, from the
nine, Muller found Pete Moore
University Tigers. ;
' marked a
in
the end zone for a scoring
The whitewash
successful debut for new strike. Romano's kick hiked
coach Tom Hollman, who saw the Fighting Scot lead to 14-his charges take advantage of! where it remained at the end
of the first quarter.
numerous opportunities in'
a 28--8 loss to the
DePauw's first' serious
Tigers back in 1975.
threat died on the Wooster 16
up
piled
257
Rich Boling's fourth
when
The Scots
yards rushing, including 120 by down pass was incomplete.
freshman Ron Lingenf elter, From there the Scots marched
but the real key to the game' 82 yards, a drive highlighted by
gallop by Lingenfelt-e-r.
was the Wooster defense. a
But the drive fell short
Time and again, the Fighting
up
with
came
when the Tiger defense held
cot QB George Muller completes pass to fellow frosh Ron Linaenfelter ;- cotbigdefense
play, and in all forced on fourth down at their own
ie
h Saturday's 31-- 0 win. Photo by Mark Snyder. .
line.
x turnovers. As things turned two-yar- d
out, every score was set up by ; Wooster came right 'back
a turnover. .
three plays later when Jim.
Wooster failed . on their Stephenson picked off a Bol-in- g
g
aerial deep in Tiger terridrive, but got
the ball back, when Tony Ruiz tory at the 18. This time the
recovered a fumbled punt Scots worked their way in,
with Jim Powers scoring from
return on DePauw's
by JimWilkins
they'd be tough, but they were line. Six plays later, Lingen-- f six yards out' Again Romano
elter slammed over from two converted, and Wooster: led
The Wooster cross country even, better than we anticiyards out to give the Scots all 21-team opened the 1977 season pated."
Thanks to the Fighting Scot
on a disappointing note SaturOhio Northern senior Matt the points they were to need.
day losing to a tough Ohio McGowan won the race, cov- Chris Romano converted, and defense, there was no scoring
in the third quarter. With 1 1 :05
2.
Northern squad
course Wooster led 7-ering the hilly five-mil-e
;
The two teams traded punts remaining in the period, the
The Scots were without the in 2738. Northern's Bill Chme-"
until Tim Kaser pounced on a Tigers launched their longest
services of one" oftheir tdp lik was second in 28:05.
runners, sophomore Jeff Kirk,
Top Wooster finisher was Tiger fumble at the DePauw 25 drive of the afternoon. Startwho sat out the meet because senior Joe Williams (Balti- to set up Wooster's second ing from their own 20, .DePauw moved 74 yards to the
of a sore achilles tenden.
more, Md.) who was third in touchdown. When quarterline, where
Still, it" was not Kirk's ab28:53. "Joseph ran what I felt back George Mutter's third Wooster
sence but a i
was the best cross country down pass attempt1 failed,; it they had first down and goal.
Ohio Northern team that was race he's ever run," Bean said
.
He showed great confidence ,
the Scots undoing.
Coach Jim Bean noted, "It and form and was continually
was Ohio Northern's third race moving forward in the pack."
Bill Reedy
of the year, which gave them a ' Senior
considerable physical and
(ConttuMd oa page 12)
mental advantage; We knew

Inspired by their defense,

.

the Scots mounted a long

offensive of their own, march-in- g
83 yards to the Tiger 16.
Even though they failed to
score, Wooster pinned DePauw deep in their own territory.

0,

a-ven-

ging

.

Wooster scored again y early
the ..fourth quarter after
Stephenson .recovered another Tiger fumble, this time at
the DePauw 23 yard line. Five
in

45-ya- rd

plays later Richard. Leone
scored, and Kevin Lynch made
the kick to boost the score to
28-Bob Gardner's interception set up a 36 yard field goal
by Romano, which capped the
scoring.
Reserve quarterback Steve
Hinding drove the Tigers down
the field in a belated attempt
to pot DePauw on the board,
but the game ended with Jim
Patarini's 28 yard field goal
attempt falling short of the
crossbar.
The convincing victory has
touched off what looks like a
very promising season for the
Fighting Scot gridders, who
seem to have an excellent
chance of improving on last
year's 4-- 5 ledger.

1

,

--

"

0.

--

.

game-openin-

.

42-ya- rd

0.

18-4-

0.

--

six-ya- rd

well-prepar-

ed

.

co-capta- in

Checking Accounts
for Students
Bank not a Branch
Open Till 3:00 P.M. On Saturday
A

)

h

tan czxt
262-816-

6

:

l

F.

J

THE APPLE CREEK BANKING CO.
.

'.

u '

i

.

-

.

-

Applo Crock, Ohio
v

C

;

Ph. 216

638-263-

Thursday
Friday .

9 AM to 3 PM '
9 AM to 5 PM
9 AM to 6 PM

--

.

1

;

LOBBY HOURS

KMon.Tuo.-So- t.

.

.

Mon. -

V,

DRIVE

1W

IN

HOURS

- Thuri.

Friday
Sotofdoy

CloMd Wodnosday

11

.

Small enough to know you
Large enough to serve you.

9 AM le 5
9 AM to 6
9 AM to 3

PM
PM
PM

'
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Optimistic Scots Open?
by Polly Beals
The ..1977 women's

1977 squad, a "good team."
A look at this year's person-hocke-

field

team had one major
problem of the 1976 season
before any practices
began. Kathy Moore was no
longer the new coach, but a
record.
veteran with an
Tending toward cautious
optimism, Ms. Moore dubs the
11-4- -3

well-season-

y

nel alone justifies a bright
outlook. Returning letter
ners Hilary Bohannon, Carol
win-lick-

,

ed

Bowers, Maryarin Brown,
Cindy Clark, and Carol
Murdock on attack, coupled
with the experienced defense
of Lisa Lanza, Wendy Myers,

.CM

r

xfr

'

John Carwile

dpi

X

Nationals Beckon Archers

E

(Coattaaed frem pace it)
archery club, which will work qualified for nationals last
closely with the team. The year, but stayed home becharter will enable them to cause of lack of funds. Johns,
participate in more tournaa trophy winner in several
ments and to buy new equip- meets last year, won second
ment. Any advanced archers place in the Ohio intercolon campus are encouraged to legiate tournament Murphy
attend the first meeting of the scored 262 in the same event
club, to be held in the conferand missed qualifying for the
ence room of the P.E.C. at 7:30 individual nationals by only
Wednesday, Sept 28.
three points.
Archery is 98 percent conThe team's ultimate target is centration, according to
the Olympics. Murphy says Murphy. "It takes very little
this is notan unrealistic goal, physical ability. You develop
considering the talent of the through a great deal of
three arrow flingers. They practice.".
11 1 1

t.t t.t t

in 13th place,

Bean managed to find some

Junior Jim Powers dives for gain. Photo by .Mark Snyder.
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tt

consolation in the performances of two freshmen run-

ning their first college race.
"I was pleased with Andy
Day's race. He held himself
well over , five miles. Kevin
Quinn (Cleveland) also ran well
finishing 17th. Both should
improve with experience and
will definitely make us stron-oer.-"

Woostor's next meet is tomorrow at 11 a.m. when, they
host : the Ohio Conference
Cross Country Relays on the
Boles Memorial Golf Course.
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' Moore, incidentally, set a
new Wooster record for total
punts against DePauw, ending
the game with 189 for his
career. The Ohio Conference's
leading active punter, Moore
now rates third on the league's
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Jeff Mclntire (Eastlake)
Tim Raffel (Cincinnati)
split the chores, with Muller
throwing the only touchdown
pass, a
to senior
split end Pete Moore (Brecks- N.Y.),
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Jess L. Maxwell, was in food ser-vice for over 55 years. In his honor we have
retained one of his dinner specialities.
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baHar.kilndiiilali and cMeaal salad.
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PartTirrte
Must be 21 years old and
able to work Friday & Saturday evenings
Apply in Person -

yards on. 17 carries with one
touchdown. First-yequarter
backs George Muller (Elmont,

Freshman tailback Ron

-

Lingenfelter (Lima) was
surprise, rolling for 120
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At The Tin Cup!
205 W. Liberty

"

WOOSTER, OHIO --- The
College of Wooster football
team will try to make it two in
a row for new coach Tom
Hollman Saturday when it
hosts Kenyon College at 1:30
p.m. in Severance Stadium.
The Scots made Hollman's
debut last Saturday quite successful with a 31-- 0 pasting of
DePauw University. . It was
Wooster's first shutout win
since 1971 and the first time
the Scots have scored 30
points in a game since 1973.

aatod and toaatod aaaaaia braad.

i1

Steak o Lobster
Complete Italian Menu

minute remained in the first
half. Hilary Bohannon drove
the score through.
.
Oberlin countered in the
second half with an early goal,
but Carol Bowers soon countered and Wooster had the
victory. Credit must go to the
Scottie defense and goalie
Cindy Barr for the result

-
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have also concentrated on
their stick work more than last

f.TAJIlVELL'S (ALL FAMILY) STGAKKOUSS

j

Welcome Back COW Students
Have A Good Year

HELP WANTED 1

The team opened the

son Wednesday margining
Oberlin2-1- . A scrappy Oberlin
defense held the Scotties
scoreless until less than a

.

Hollman Succeeds in Deb

(30:49).

t-W.t,-

Coach Moore emphasized
conditioning over the summer
and in practices this .year,
giving her one of the fittest
teams in years. The women

Because of their higher fitness and skill - level coach
Moore feels her team is very
Harriers Lose
anxious to test themselves and
be tested this season.
(Confined from pace 11)
Looking ahead, Ohio State
(Medina) finished seventh in looms as the biggest threat to
2922 after having matched Scottie success this season.
strides with McGowan for the Wooster will have to travel to
first half of the race.
State and face them on
The Scots' other scorers artificial turf.
were freshman Andy Day (Lafayette Hill, Pa.) in ninth (29:48)
senior
Brian Volz in
1 12th (30:37) and sophomore

a.

"

U

ed

co-capta- in

.7

.

and Gaye Kelly provide a
punch at both ends
of the field.
Senior goalkeeper Cindy
Barr anchors the veteran
group. Two freshmen, Loraine
.Wilder on attack and Susan
Perry on defense, round out
the varsity, with a few
positions yet in dispute.
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